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Abstrat
In order to improve the reliability of speeh reognition results, a verifying sys-
tem, that takes prot of the information given from an alternative reognition step
is proposed. The alternative results are onsidered as a seond opinion about the
nature of the speeh reognition proess. Some features are extrated from both
opinion soures and ompiled, through a fuzzy inferene system, into a more dis-
riminant ondene measure able to verify orret results and disregard wrong
ones. This approah is tested in a keyword spotting task taken form the Spanish
SpeehDat database. Results show a onsiderable redution of false rejetions at a
xed false alarm rate ompared to baseline systems.
Keywords: Condene Measures, Utterane Veriation, Keyword Spotting.
1 Introdution
On the purpose of ompiling information useful to build ondene measures (CM), it is
ustomary to take prot of the results obtained from the omparison of two reognition
systems: the \prinipal" reognition network and the \alternative" one. An example
of the information obtained from this omparison is the likelihood sore ratio. The use
of the ratio of the two reognition sores is straightforward and ommonly used in the
keyword spotting and utterane veriation tehniques [1, 2, 3℄. But reognition sore
is not the only useful information. If well ompared, the resulting word strings (that
represent the main produt of reognition) may give some insight into the nature of the
reognition proess. This sort of information has not been used, so far, for ondene
measuring or utterane veriation. The underlying onept about this approah is to
ask for a seond opinion. In every day life, when any sort of hypothesis is proposed, most
of the times, we are not sure about its orretness status. However, we feel more ondent
about it if someone or something onrms it. Despite of the fat that this is a ommon
proedure, it does not improve the deision taking proess in all of the ases. Sometimes
a seond opinion just adds more hesitation to our deision and sometimes both opinions

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may point to one diretion whereas reality points to another. Nevertheless, an sheme as
suh an represent an useful aid to improve the performane of other knowledge soures
for verifying reognition results. Features an be thereafter ombined, in a synergi way,
into a more powerful ondene tag helpful to lassify reognition results in terms of their
orretness status.
This paper is organized as follows: rstly, in setion 2, we introdue the onept
of \distane" between phoneti unit sequenes, that an be understood as an issue of
orrespondene. Confusion matries, built out from reognition evaluation, are presented
as a means of expressing distane through orrespondene. Based on this distane, a
system that polls the opinions oming from dierent reognizers and that ombines their
results by means of a fuzzy inferene system (FIS) is proposed in setion 3. The overall
performane of the system (in terms of disriminative power) is tested and some results
reeted in setion 4. Some onlusions about this method and the desription of the
on-going work about it appear on setion 5.
2 Comparison of reognition opinions
To be able to onsider a seond opinion, it is mandatory to look for a measure of similarity
between opinions in order to know if both opinions are oinident or not. Intuitively we
an regard a pair of harater sequenes as \lose" if several of the haraters in one
of them appear in the other, and as \far" if the ontrary. This intuitive notion an be
extended to the speeh reognition framework onsidering two phoneti unit sequenes
lose when they share several phoneti units or when they ontain \similar" ones. We
an take prot of the distane information that a onfusion matrix ontains in order to
nd the distane between phoneti sequenes. From a frequeny point of view, every
entry of the onfusion matrix an be understood as the a posteriori probability of having
reognized a onrete phoneti unit given another one in the referene. Taken individually,
these onfusion probabilities express distane between units. Sine errors and hits are not
neessarily synhronous, to alulate the distane between unit sequenes, it is neessary
to ompare all referene units against reognized ones in a methodial manner. The
method employed is a dynami programming proedure to time align a sequene against
the other. As a result of this alignment we get an ideal path (ideal in terms of some
predened riterion) and an alignment sore. If the onfusion probabilities are used to
alulate this sore, a distane measure, similar to the ompound onfusion probability,
results.
An alignment proedure assigns osts to any possible transition. This ost may vary
depending on the type of transition implied and depending on whih phoneti units it
omprises. In an evaluation proedure, the type of transition is related to the kind of
onfusion ourred and the ost related to it might be dierent for a hit or for eah of
the three kinds of possible errors (substitution, insertion or deletion). By multiplying the
onfusion probabilities of the units involved in the best aligned path, we an alulate
the total orrespondene probability between the sequenes involved (i.e. the sore of the
alignment). In formulae,
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The alignment sore should be large for sequenes that ontain distant (in terms of
onfusion probability) units and small otherwise. It is expeted that the alignment sore
is short not only when the two sequenes are equal but also when they ontain units
easy to onfuse with eah other. To avoid this drawbak, penalty weights for the errors
ommitted an be inluded in the alignment proedure. To keep the summation riterion
(
P
i
P
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= 1), if errors are penalized, hits should be rewarded in a way to satisfy it.
The value of the sore largely depend on the type of units aligned, on the length
of the sequenes involved and on the onfusion matrix used to generate the weights.
To takle the rst issue, some type of errors ould be onsidered \less harmful" than
others. Thus, the alignment proedure should be able to disregard some errors produed
by \inoensive" units suh as silene. The length issue an be solved by normalizing
the resulting sore by the length of the input signal. The onfusion matrix to be used,
deserves further attention. The use of a alternative{prinipal onfusion matrix to sore
the sequene alignment seems to be right hoie. However any of the reognition systems
produes absolute orret results. Reality is only in the atual speeh transription.
We are not looking for a seond opinion about some statement that might be biased
(prinipal reognition), instead we are looking for a seond opinion onerning the reality.
This lead us to the need to inlude, somehow, the information ontained in the onfusion
matries of the referene (atual speeh transription) against the two kinds of reognition.
One possible approah would be to use the probabilities of the referene{prinipal and
referene{alternative matries to generate a ompound probability that, in some sense,
expresses the onfusion between referene and both reognizers.
If reognition events are independent, we an easily ombine their probabilities:
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unit. The indexes of the sequene slots are i; j; k = 0; 1; : : : ; N . N is the number of
phoneti units involved and an be 0 for insertions and deletions. A relevant detail should
be notied, when j = k, independene is not guaranteed but ompound probability an
be omputed with:
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However, this ombined probability is not very useful at all. A quik glane at the
results of the prinipal reognizer reveals that, due to its high auray level, its onfu-
sion matrix is rather diagonal. Therefore, it is natural to obtain zero valued ompound
probabilities and to ut the aligned path before arriving to the end. There is the need to
avoid the zeros in the onfusion matrix. To solve this question, we propose two alternative
approahes to generate a ompound probability: to use the maximum or the minimum of
both probabilities.
Further reetion about the zero valued probabilities in the alignment proess leads us
to some dierent approah: so far we have been using the ompound probabilities for two
purposes: to alulate the alignment sore and to dene the ideal path. The ideal path
dened in this way does not neessarily orrespond to the ideal path that an evaluator
would build beause the weights used to generate eah of them are dierent. If we use
some alignment weights similar to the ones used in evaluation to alulate the alignment
sore that denes the path and, by the other hand, we dene a \sequene sore" that
results from multiplying the onfusion probabilities of the units ontained in the ideal
path, we would be able to avoid the zeros in the onfusion probabilities.
3 Opinion polling system
The opinion polling system an be implemented by submitting the same speeh input
to two dierent reognition systems and then to ompare their results. Eah system
plays a dierent role: there is a prinipal reognizer with high auray level; largely
equipped with apabilities to handle the voabulary to be reognized, and with high
performane phoneti units (Demiphones [4℄). The reognition results from this system
are the ones to be validated by the results of the alternative reognizer. The alternative
system should be able to detet any sort of speeh input (out of voabulary words and
noise inluded) and, therefore, should be equipped with unspeialized phoneti units
(phonemes or disriminatively trained phonemes) and a non-restritive (or even null)
LM. The results from a system as suh are not reliable at all and annot be onsidered
as reognition hypotheses, but are a good point of referene to ompare the prinipal
reognition with. When some utterane gives an alternative reognition result similar to
the prinipal hypothesis, we an surely assume that the reognition of that utterane has
been \lear" enough so even the alternative system ould orretly reognize it. The main
drawbak of this sheme is that it is not that determinant when the distane between
sequenes is large. This ould mean that the prinipal reognition is orret but the
alternative largely inorret. The latter let us foresee that the sore sequene annot be
used as a reliable CM by itself. Nevertheless, this does not mean that this feature annot
be used as another knowledge soure to build a ombined CM.
To ombine knowledge soures into a CM, several authors have proposed dierent per-
spetives inluding Bayesian lassier [5℄, linear disriminant analysis [6℄, neural networks
(more speially a multi-layer pereptron [7℄) or deision trees [8℄. Due to its apabilities
to deal with impreise knowledge and linguisti variables, we propose the use of a Sugeno
type Fuzzy Inferene System [9℄ as uniting tool. A Fuzzy system is able to map gradual
levels of features into a ondene degree. Our FIS is based on a set of six \if . . . rules"
that relate the values of both features with a orresponding ondene value.
To know how the overall method should be used and and how to x the values of its
parameters in order to ahieve the highest performane possible, it should be submitted
to experimentation and evaluation.
4 The seond opinion tested
The desribed system has been tested under a keyword veriation task. It is, onse-
quently, an isolated words veriation system. The data base used for testing is the
Spanish part of SpeehDat [10℄, more speially, the ity names part of SpeehDat. This
is database olleted through the xed telephone network, sampled at 8 kHz and reorded
under several aousti environments. The test set to be reognized inludes 414 Spanish
ities names uttered by dierent speakers. Only the 50 % of them atually ontain one of
the 41 predened keywords (207 utteranes for an average of around 5 utteranes for eah
voabulary word), the rest of the utteranes ontain one of 134 ity names not related to
the voabulary ones and referred to as \out of voabulary" (OOV) names. The task for
the verier is to validate those voabulary names that have been orretly reognized and
to rejet wrong ones.
Speeh was parameterized with mel-epstrum oeÆients. First and seond order dif-
ferential parameters plus the dierential energy were employed. The reognition system
models the phoneti units by Gaussian semi-ontinuous HMM's with quantization to the
6 (2 for the energy) losest odewords. The odebook size was 128 (32 for the dierential
energy). Phoneti models training was performed with a maximum-likelihood (ML) rite-
rion with a set of 1000 phonetially rih phrases (also taken from SpeehDat). Exeption
made for the disriminative Phoneme set trained with a disriminative riterion.
The prinipal reognition system is a SCHMM based reognizer equipped with an strit
LM that onatenates a set of 327 state-tied Demiphones [4℄ into one of the 41 ity names
(voabulary keywords) to be reognized. Thus, its results always produe a voabulary
output even when OOV inputs are present. For the alternative network, two sets of 26
Phonemes plus silene, trained under a ML and under a disriminative framework, were
used as phoneti units. A \grammar-free" LM allows any Phoneme string. In order to
regulate the onguration of the alternative, some restritions are added in terms of a
trigram and transition penalties in the LM. Transition penalties are from two avors:
multipliative and additive and aet transitions aording to:
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A veriation proess has two purposes: to detet the maximum number of orret
results while rejeting, at maximum, erroneous results. Two kinds of error may arise: false
alarms (wrong or OOV instanes taken as orret results) and false rejetions (orret
detetion wrongly onsidered as OOV ones or as missed reognitions). If the verifying
threshold is very permissive, it will onvey a large detetion rate but with the inonvenient
of generating also a large number of false alarms. A less permissive threshold will redue
the number of false alarms but also will derease the detetion rate. Graphially, the
relation between the detetion rate and the false alarms tolerated an be expressed by
means of the plots known as ROC (reeiver operation urve). This plots represent our
prinipal way to evaluate disriminative properties. Detetion rate is expressed in terms
of perentage, being 100 % of the voabulary words the maximum. This upper limit is
not reahed in our experiments beause the reognizer is not perfet. Without any false
alarm rejeted, it orretly reognizes 95.2 % of the voabulary words. On the other hand,
the maximum number of false alarms that the system ould generate is the sum of the
OOV instanes (207) and the wrongly reognized voabulary words (10) that equals 217
possible false alarms. The verifying system should be able to ahieve the highest detetion
rate while avoiding at maximum the number of false alarms. Aside of ROC's, to evaluate
our proedure, we will use a measure of the ross entropy of lassiation (CREP) as
dened in [11℄:
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where 
w
is the probability that the reognized word is orret and Æ
w
is 1 when reog-
nition is orret and 0 otherwise. A lower value of CREP implies a better lassiation
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Figure 1: ROC's of (|) log-likelihood sore ratio, (- -) log-likelihood of prinipal reognizer,
(. . . ) best and (. -) worst opinion polling systems
performane.
It is worth noting that the results shown here do not reet the whole of the experienes
tested. Muh experimentation with the several variables that this system ontains has
been done but, in order to learly express the nature of the system, only the most relevant
experiments are desribed.
To ompare the performane of the features involved in this sheme, gure 1 displays
ROC's of the best and worst performing systems obtained from the opinion polling systems
tried. The best one results when using disriminative Phonemes and a trigram with
transitions weights M = 1 and S = 3 as aousti and language models. For the denition
of the alignment, external weights (similar to the ones used in the evaluation proess
from where the onfusion matries were generated) were used. A ompound onfusion
probability for every pair of aligned phoneti units was alulated by taking the maximum
of the prinipal{referene and alternative{referene probabilities. Silene is avoided in the
alignment and a weight penalty of 0.7 was added to errors. The worst result was produed
after using a simple onguration that inludes ML Phonemes without LM restritions
and onfusion probabilities taken from a unique alternative{referene onfusion matrix
used for alignment denition and soring and no penalties added. As baseline we onsider
the disriminative performane of the time-normalized likelihood sore resulting from
the prinipal reognizer. Another feature, the time-normalized likelihood sore ratio is
alulated as the dierene of the prinipal reognizer log-likelihood against the alternative
one.
Figure 1 prompts some interesting observations: the sore ratio performs muh better
than the rest of the systems. The opinion polling system has good disriminative behavior
but is very far from the sore ratio. On the other hand, the opinion polling system
performs worse than the baseline when it is not properly tuned. From the latter follows
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Figure 2: ROC's of (|) both features ombined, (. . . ) log-likelihood sore ratio, (. -) opinion
polling system
Table 1: Classiation ross entropy of the features and of the CM
CREP seqSore CREP soreRatio CREP ombined
-2.054 -1.355 -0.711
that we should be very areful when using the seond opinion sheme sine not every
onguration an be useful to disriminate. Only the sore dierene an be used as
a reliable CM, but the purpose of knowledge soures is not to be used in isolation but
rather ombined. Figure 2 shows the ombination of the best opinion system with the
sore dierene by means of the previously desribed FIS. For a better view, the plot
shows the most relevant area of the whole gure: low false alarms and high detetion
rate.
Results show an important improvement of the ombination respet to the sore ratio,
mostly on the low false alarms ratio where 84 % of the orretly reognized words are
deteted with just 20 false alarms added. For what CREP is onerned, table 1 shows a
onsiderable redution of the entropy when both features are ombined into a new and
enhaned CM.
5 Conlusions and on-going work
The seond opinion system onsists in a novel approah for extrating information useful
to evaluate ondene of reognition results. It only uses information from the reogni-
tion results by themselves. Therefore, it is not neessary to know the nature of the whole
reognition proedure to be done. This fat eases the implementation of a posteriori CM
generators. Its onguration is a deliate issue. However, when it is properly tuned, it
an represent a very useful knowledge soure to build more eÆient CM. Results show
an important improvement of the disriminative power of ombined CM ompared to
likelihood sore ratio. Fuzzy systems represent an straightforward and eetive means
to ompile reognition features into CM. Their versatility and apaity to deal with im-
preise quantities demonstrate so. A natural extension of the present work is to apply
this approah to ontinuous speeh veriation. To inlude a self-learning (under a bak-
propagation framework) FIS and to add more useful and eetive features to the CM
generation proess represents our urrently on-going work.
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